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VISITS

MEET SIX LOCAL JEWELLERS
WHO TOLD CAYLEIGH BRIGHT
WHAT GOES INTO THE
DESIGNS THEY CREATE – AND
HOW MEMORY, MATERIAL
AND MEANING HAVE A PART
TO PLAY IN EVERY PIECE

A

s the local jewellery scene
c o nt i nu e s t o g r ow i n
quality and sheer variety,
some collect ions are
set apart, thanks to the
amount of thought that’s gone into
the conceptualisation and completion
of each item. From a South African in
New York teaching her young daughter
all about her creative process to the
woman whose inspirations of choice
are bubblegum, heritage and holiday
nostalgia, these are the jewellers whose
work depicts their own histories and
becomes a part of the stories their
creations will tell.
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WAIF
GISELE HUMAN

‘A waif, in the literary sense, is a
discarded creature and “waif-like”
means “thin”,’ explains Gisele. ‘So
pouring value into the paper-thin
material and making it something you
don’t want to discard, and creating a
voluminous, generous shape despite its
paper-thin profile, is the area of play I’ve
created for Waif.’
Gisele’s newest work is influenced
by her admiration for Art Deco design,
as well as the inspiration she draws

from landscapes: specifically, square
rocks, for which she has a great love.
Through careful research and selecting
stores that align with her own values
and aesthetics, Gisele’s now supplying
stores i n Europe, Asia, Angola,
Australia and the USA. ‘There’s a
hunger for unique design in cities like
New York and London, where wearing
undiscovered designers from places like
South Africa is lauded,’ she says. She’s
well aware that her work doesn’t exist
in a vacuum and on the business side
of international trade, ‘the exchange rate
makes it affordable for them, but I do
keep an eye on the news, since [Donald]
Trump’s trade sanctions could well
affect me, which is both mind-blowing
– and not at all surprising, given how
many lives he’s already affected’.
Building her business has been a
source of satisfaction for Gisele, who’s
taken jewellery-making from a hobby
to her full-time occupation. She’s now
bought all of her equipment so that
there’s no need to outsource tasks like
rock-slicing and silver-plating. ‘It’s been
super-gratifying setting myself up for a
long career in Waif-ing,’ she says.
Visit waif.co.za to browse the collections,
shop, or find a stockist near you.
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GITHAN
COOPOO
JEWELLERY
GITHAN
COOPOO

Wit h f rag i l it y
s er v i ng a s a n
important theme in his earlier work,
Git ha n’s recent ly produced t wo
collections titled ‘Commerce’ and
‘Byzantine’. It seems that these are
successors to what he’s made before,
but in different ways: Byzantine
h ig h l ig ht s de l ic ac y, m a k i ng it
conceptually similar to the delicate
clay pieces he’s experimented with,
but Commerce brings back the familiar
organic shapes he’s used before. ‘I was
surrounded by office furniture, new
environments and ways of existing in
public spaces,’ he says of his first year
in the corporate world, which inspired
the Commerce collection. ‘I spent a lot
of time placing orders with Cecil Nurse
catalogues in my hands and started
seeing my abstract shapes in the pages,
deconstructed and wrapped in bad ̉ 80s
upholstery furniture. I loved it.’
Githan previously saw his experiment
as more of a personal project than
anything that could be commercially
viable, but he’s now found a system that
works for him to create and sell small
batches of the jewellery. The other
potential problem he’s worked through
was having clay as his material of choice.
‘I was also concerned about people not
understanding the underlying message
in my use of clay and the idea of fragility
as an education in self-preservation for
the wearer. I always imagined pair after
pair of broken earrings being returned
by angry customers. I’ve altered my

designs so that they balance nicely
between being poetic and durable,’
he says.
Speaking of Byzantine specifically, he
highlights how the antiquity-inspired
pieces stem from a time in his own life
when symbolic breaking and falling
apart were necessary for personal
growth and happiness – and, as a
result, the collection ‘really champions
the act of breaking as a useful one, both
figuratively and literally. I wanted to
create objects that looked as if they’d
come from societies long gone, that
had been worn and damaged, but still
retained an uncomplicated beauty. The
symbols and motifs all come from great
passions of mine: Greek mythology,
Ancient Egypt, religious iconography,
etc. I find religious narratives often
condemn the notions of “alternate
s ex ua l it ies” a nd produc i ng t he
collection as a queer individual was a
gesture of reclamation of these symbols
and motifs for my community.’
Githan Coopoo’s jewellery is stocked
exclusively by Shop Collective at 73 Kloof
Street, Gardens, Cape Town.

MICHELLE ROBYN
JEWELLERY
MICHELLE STEWART

For Durban’s Michelle, much of the
value of jewellery lies in the fact that it’s
used to celebrate special occasions and
mark milestones – as well as becoming
a part of life, work and play. ‘We have
the privilege of playing a small part in
moments that create memories. Almost
every piece of jewellery has a memory
or story attached to it,’ she says.
Working in all the precious metals
– yellow, rose and white gold, as well
as platinum and silver – Michelle
loves minimalistic, clean-cut designs
and the traditional techniques of
jewellery-making. ‘There’s a tension
between preserving old-school, skilful
hand-worked jewellery and using old
techniques to explore more modern
forms,’ she says, and mentions that
that this experimentation is growing in
her city.
Asked about particularly memorable
projects, she relates an incident of
generosity leading to the creation of a
piece with multiple layers of history. ‘A
friend had recently been spoilt with a
new, beautiful diamond ring for her 30th
wedding anniversary and now had her
1ct diamond from her original ring left
over to make something.’ Around the
same time, the diamond’s owner heard
the story of a woman whose luck hadn’t
been as favourable of late: she’d had her
engagement ring stolen. ‘The owner
of the diamond decided to get a
beautiful engagement ring made
with the diamond she had and to
gift it to this woman to replace what
had been stolen and lost.’
Follow @michellerobynjewellery on
Instagram to contact the jeweller, find out
where she’ll be selling her pieces soon, or
browse custom designs.
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